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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESTRICTED BULLETIN

A METHOD FOR CALCULATING HEAT TRANSFER

IN THE LAMINAR FLOW REGION OF BODIES 

By H. Julian Allen and Bonne C. Look

SUMMARY 

This report has been prepared to provide a practical 
method for determining the chordwise distribution of the 
rate of heat transfer from the surface of a wing or body 
of revolution to air. The method is limited, in use to 
the determination of heat transfer from the forward sec-
tion of such bodies when the flow is laminar. A compar-
ison ofthe calculated, average heat-transfer coefficient 
for the nose section of the wing of a Lockheed. 12-A air-
plane with that experimentally determined shows . A satis-
factory agreement. A sample calculation is appended!. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of thermal ice-prevention equipment 
of aircraft, the problem of determining the he-at'which- 
may be transfered from the surface of aerodynamic bodies 
has become of considerable interest. Experimental inves-
tigations (reference 1) have indicated that adeauate heat-
ing of the frward 10 to 20. percent . of an airfoil will 
prevent ice formation on the entire airfoil, Moreover, 
experience has shown that in the cruising flight condition 
in the absence bf'icing conditions if sufficient heat can 
be s'txpplied to this section of the airfoil to raise its 
surfacetemperature from 700 to 100 0 F above the temp'e'ra- 
ture of the ambient air, ice will not collect on the air-. 
foil.

To determine whether this surface tem perature rise 
can be obtained in the design of a particular installa-
tion, it is necessary to determine the rate of heat trans-
fer from the airfoil surface to the atmos phere.	 In the 
usual cruising-flight condition the nose section of an 
airfoil experiences laminar flow. In the present renort 
a method for calculating the rate of heat' transfer from
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an airfoil section subject to laminar flow is developed. 
The method is made general to include laminar flows oc-
curring over surfaces subjected to positive or negative 
pressure gradients and may be applied to two-dimensional 
bodies as well as bodies of revolution. 

THEORY 

The following development of an expression for the 
heat transfer between solids and fluids has been based 
upon Reynolds analogy. This analogy was p resented by 
Reynolds in an early paper (reference 2) in which ha sug-
gested that, in a fluid, momentum and heat are transferred 
in the same way, and concluded that in geometrically sim-
ilar systems a simple proportionality relation exists be-
tween heat transfer and fluid friction. 

The analogy may be applied in the case of the heat 
transfer between solids and fluids when the fluid flow is 
laminar, provided the Prandtl number for the fluid is 
unit. The Frandtl number is the dimensionless parameter 

Pr =
k 

where 

c	 specific -heat of the fluid at constant pressure 

i.L	 abolute viscosity of the fluid 

k	 thermal conductivity of the fluid 

For air the value of the Prandtl number is 0.73 
rather than unity but, as is discussed later . in this 
report, experimental investigations have shown that heat 
transfer is only slightly affected by variation of the 
Prandtl number so that for most practical purposes the 
Reynolds analogy may be applied. The analogy leads to 
the e q uation	 . 

h = 
1

C f pcV 1	 (1) 

where
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h	 heat transfer coefficient defined as the heat trans-
ferred per unit time from a unit surface area for 
1 0 difference of temperature between the surface 
and the fluid "outside" the boundary layer 

P	 fluid density 

V 1 stream velocity just outside the boundary layer 

Cf surface friction co'fficient defined as the frictional 
drag per unit surface area in terms of the local 
fluid dynamic pressure, q1 

The surface frictioncoefficient may be expressed as 

T	 2r 
q 1	 pV1 2 

where T is the frictional force per unit area. 

For laminar flow the frictional force T is the 
product of the absolute viscosity and the ve.lcity gradient 
in the fluid boundary layer at the solid surface. For any 
given boundary-laye .rvelocity profile, this velocity gra-
dient is directly proportional to the velocity V 1 and 

inversely proportional to the boundary-layer thickness. 
It follows that 

where 8 is the boundary-layer thickness and X is a 
constant dependent on the shape. of the boundary-layer 
velocity profile and on the definition of. 6.	 It has be- 
come customary (ieferenc 3) to define 6 for laminar- 
boundary layrs as the distance from the solid surface to 
a point in the boundary layer where the dynamic pressure 
is one-half its value outside the boundary layer. 

Inserting the value of c f from eouation (2b) into 

e q uation (1 . ) the heat-transfer coefficient becomes 

h	
leA
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Rearranging and dividing both sides by the thermal 
conductivity of the fluid k this becomes 

h8	 CP^L 

_T	 _k) NPr= N	 (3) 

since the Prandtl number must be assumed to be unity by 
the analogy. The parameter (ho)/k is nondimensional 
and might be properly termed "the boundary-layer Nusselt 
number. 

The appearance of Pr in equation (3) might suggest 
that its value for air (0.73) should be substituted to ob-
tain a better approximation of the value of the boundary-
layer Nusselt number. However, the meager experimental 
evidence available (reference 4, p . 249) ind icates that 
for - laminar flows, the Nusselt number is proportional to' 
(Pr) 4 to that using . unity Ior.t.he value 'of Pr	 (equmv 
alent to (Pr).) would appear to be preferable. 

In order to aetermmne h ' from éuátion (3) it is 
necessary to know the value of 7 which is a'function 
only of the shape of the boundary-layer velocity profile. 
Numerous experiments with airfoils have shown that the 
velocity profile of the laminar boundary layer in the 
presence of favorable pressure gradient (i.e., where 
the surface pressure gradient is negative p r oceeding .jj 

the downstream direction) is closely approximated by the 
Blasius distr-ibution for the flat plate.	 For the,B.l.as.ius
type. velocity profile the value of N is 0.765. 

At points on the surface of a body downstream of the 
minimum-pressure point a laminar boundary layer exhibits 
a tendency to separate. Since the velocity gradient at 
the surface dedreases as separa ti on develops the value of 
N must diminish until at the separation point its value 
is zero. It is considered that reducing N linearly 
from the minimum pressure point to the separation point 
will satisfactorily approximate the actual case, particu-
larly since this region is of little importance from the 
viewpoint of heat transfer. The location of the laminar 
separation point may be calculated by the method of ref-
erenc.e 5.
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With the known variation of ? along the surface, 
the heat-transfer coefficient may be calculated when the 
boundary-layer thickness has been determined. The value 
of 8 may be found for the region from the stagnation 
point to the minimum pressure point by the method of ref-
erence 3. Rearranged in a form more convenient for calcu-
lation, for airfoils the equation is 

a	 5.3C2 si/c	

c(v517 () 

- R C (VI /Vo)	 rV	 17 

\v01 

where 

C	 airfoil chord length 

s	 distance along the surface from the stagnation point 

distance to the point for which the boundary-lyer 
thickness is being computed 

V,0 free-streamveloci-ty--

V	 velocity outside - the boundary lay-er at- s/c	 - 

V 1 velocity outside the boundary layer at s1/c 

cV 
RC body Reynolds number = 

For bodies of revolution the corresponding equation is 

8.17 
ts/L()
	 (LL)2 

2	

d(s/L)	

(5) ô= . 1 7 ^ )2 
53L2	

L	
y(r
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where, in addition. 

L	 body length 

r	 radius of revolution at s 

r 1 radius of revolution at Sl 

LV0 
R L body Reynolds number = 

The value of 6 is indeterminate at the stagnation 
point.	 It is not necessarily zero as may be shown by the 
following approximate analysis. The initial flow near the 
stagnation point on an airfoil will be approximately that 
over a circular' cylinder having a'radius equal to the 
radius of curvature 'at stagnation F, On the surface of a 
circular cylinder the velocity at B, the angular coor-
dinate measured from stagnation, is 

V
= 2 sin 8 

V0 

For small values of 8 this becomes 

	

2.	 (s ) 
V 0	 F	 (F/c	 c 

Using this value in equation (4), 'gives 

r	 9 17	
81/C 

-. 
2	 2.65c (F' _____	 '0 

R0,	 [g i (s) 
17 

so that for small values. 

stag 

A better approximation is 
foil elipitical in form.

we' obtain the approximate value. 

2-O.28c r

R 	 ' 

to consider the nose of the air-
By such an approximation, if
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the stagnation point is located, at the leading edge, the 
calculated value of 6stag lies between the value obtained 

for the cylindrical nose and half this value, depending on 
the thickness ratio. Neither the order of approximation. 
nor the im:oortance of the value of 8stag warrants much 

refinement of this calculation. It is recommended that 
the approximation

2	 c2. 

6 stag	 sRc C	
6 

be used for two-. dimensional bodies,. where i	 is the radius 
of curvature at the stagnationpoint which is not neces-
sarily the leading-edge radius. 

For bdjes of revolution, by a similar treatment dt 
may be shown that equation (6) is, with: 	 replaced by 

RL, a fair approximation if F is the leat radius-of 

curvature at the stagnation point. 

As has been noted, the equations (4) and () were 
devised on the assumption that the velocity p rofile of 
the boundary layer was of the Blasius type. In the region 
behind the minimum: pressure _point the velocity profile 
changes to a separated profile so that if these equations, 
were .ueô. to determine 6 in this region, it would be 
expected that the calculated .would exceed, the actual 
boundary-layer thickne. A comparison of the exeri-
mentally determined boundary-layer thickness for the NACA 
0012 airfoil (reference 6) with that calculated , by tis. 
equation and by the '.ore exact but labçrious method of. 
reference (7) show (see fig. 1) that this aauation 
appears to yield satisfactory results over the separating 
region up to the separation p oint.	 . 

In the preceding theory the effect of the temperature 
distribution within the 'heated. boundary layer on the 
boundary-layer thickness and ve1octy profile has beei. 
neglected. This effect is known to be small for the tem-
perature differences necessary for thermal ice-prevention 
and need not be considered. for such practical applications.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Recently an experimental investigation of a heat de-
icer installation on a Lockheed 12-A airplane wing in 
flight was conducted. In the course of this investiza-
tion the average heat-transfer coefficient from the for 
ward 10 percent of the airfoil surface to the air was 
determined. 

For purposes of comparison the chordwise distribution 
of the heat-transfer coefficient was calculated for the 
Lockheed wing at three spanwise stations and the average. 
heat-transfer coefficient determined. The calculated. 
value of 13 Btu per hour per square foot per degrees Fahr-
enheit agrees well with the value of 11 Btu p er hour per 
square foot per degrees Fahrenheit as determined from 
flight tests. 

In the past, for lack of appropriate eperimenta1 
data, heat-transfer coefficients have been calculated on 
the assumption that the experimental data of reference 1 
for the Clark Y airfoil at a given angle of attack may 
b-6 considered to apply to airfoils of other shapes pro-
vided. the results are corrected for the effect of scale 
found to apply . over the-limited range of test Reynolds. 
numbers for the Clark Y airfoil. On this basis, the 
heat-transfer coefficient for the Lockheed 12-A airplane 
wing would be 18 Btu per hour per square foot per degree 
Fahrenheit. The agreement; such as it is, must be . con-
sidered fortuitously close. The assumption that, at the 
same angle of atta.dk and Reynolds number, the heat-
transfer coefficient for the Lockheed wing (NACA 230L. 
serie s sections) and the Clark Y will b.e identical is 
clearly unjustified. Moreover, there is nobasis for the 
assumpti o n that the heat-transfer characteristics at high 
ReynoldsThumbers may be determined by extrapolation of 
low Reyno-lds number test results using an extrapolation 
formula of the kind

h	 a k - R J 

where- fl and a are constants. 

Since the heat-transfer coefficient is determined by 
the boindary-layer thickness which in turn is deDendent 
on the pressure distribution, it is essential that the
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pressure distribution used in the determination of the 
heat-transfer coefficient by the method of this reoort, 
must be that corresponding to the proper wing Reynolds 
number. In the event that the required experimental 
pressure distribution is not available,, the use of the 
methods of references 8 and 9 combined or the more labo-
rious but more exact method of reference 10 as modified, 
by the metho. of reference 11 is recommended. Without 
this modiflcati'on, the method of reeie.nce 10 is' unsat- 
isfactory at high angles of attack as is indicated in 
reference 11. 

In regard: to the application of the calculated wing 
surface-to-air heat-transfer coefficie-nt given by eoua-
tion (3) to the determination of the rate of heat trans-
for from the airfoil surface, it should be noted that 
the temperature difference used in this calculation 
should be the surface temperature, minus the air temper-
ature as it is increased as a result of fluid friction. 
The air temperature rise due to fluid friction is ap-

póxi mat ely 1.7	 in degrees Fahrenheit, where V0 

is the airplane airs p eed in miles per hour so that the 
rate of heat transfer is 

= h S [T 5 -	 - 1.7 

where 

Q.	 rate of heat transfer 

S	 heated area 

T. surface 'temperture 

T o ambient air temperature 

and 'all variables are in consiten't units. The correc-
tion due to - aerodynamic heating ' is only important at 
very, high speeds and so normally may be ng1ected. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, S 

National Advisory Oommi'tte,e for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field., Calif.
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APPENDIX 

Sample calculation: 

In order to illustrate the method of determining the 
chordwise distribution of the heat-transfer coefficient 
developed in this report., calculations were made for the 
wing of the Lockheed 12-A airplane used in the ecper'imen.-
tal flight investigation of heat de-icing. The wing sec-
tion used for, this illustration was taken at a spanwise 
station 123 inches from the center line of the fuselage 

For this calculation the following were assumed: 

Air temperature, °F .................30 

Altitude, feet ...................8125 

True airspeed, miles per hour ............173 

The wing-lift coefficient was 0.424. At spanwise 
station 123 the chord was 7.78 feet and the airfoil thick-
ness was 141112 p ercent of the chord. Reynolds number, 
based upon the chord length, was 

R c = ?J.	 10,330,000 
whore 

c	 chord (7.78 ft) 

V velocity of ambient stream (253 ft/sec) 

U kinematic viscosity (0.0001906 ft2/sec) 

It was first necessary to calculate the chordwie 
pressure distribution because no data culd be found 
which were applicable to this case. 	 The section-lift 
coefficient was computed by the method given in reference 
12. The chordwise normal-force distribution was then 
found, using the method given in reference S. To find 
the chordwise pressure distribution on the upper and 
lower surfaces of th p airfoil, and from this the corre-
sponding velocity distribution., the method of reference 9 
was used. These calculated'values have been tabulated in 

the form (1-F) and	 L, where	 is the velocity in 
Vo
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ambient stream.	 (See table I.) A plot of the pressure 
distribution was made to determine the stagnation point 
(fig. 2) the position of the laminar-separation point on 
the upper surface was found by the method of reference 5. 

(See fig. 3. 

The heat-transfer coefficient h was calculated by 
equation (3) of this report 

h = Ic2 
8 

8, the laminar boundary-layer thickness was computed by 
equation (4) of this report 

si/c(v'' d( 

\c) 

/r
1
 \e.17 / )s l I	 \	 I 

2 -. 5.3c2 Or,1/c"i

Rc 	 /Vo)

Substituting value of c = 7.78 feet and 

10,330,000, this becomes 

s1/c( '7	 ( 

/	 0	 C) 

G

\ 8 .' 7 	 \\	 ( si 

2	 (\ 
8 = 0.000031	

s /c 
v1/v0)

P.17

(s)
d

90 	 C 

G ) 
a • 17 

was evaluated graphically, and is given in table I.
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Equation (6) was used to find 6 near the stagnation 
point.	 In the calculation of h the value of ?\ used 
was 0.765, except between the minimum pressure point and 
the laminar-separation point on the upper surfaceof the 
airfoil. In this region \ was reduced linearly froni 
0.765 at the minimum pressure point to 0 at the laminar-
separation point. This variation of 7 	 has been dis- 
cussed in the section of the report giving the theoretical 
development of h. 

For these calculations 

1.24 X 10-2 

8 

Substituting for k = thermal conductivity of the air at 
30 0 F = 1.24 x 102 Btu per hour per square foot per 
degree Fahrenheit per foot. 

Values of ?., 6,	 and h are given in table I. 

The chordwise distribution of 6 and h have been 
plotted in figure 3.
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Figure 2.- The chordwise pressure distribution at ting station 123 of the Lockheed 
12A airplane, at wing CL 0.424 and R	 10,330,000. 
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Figure 3.- Velocity boundary layer thickness and bent tronofer coefficient distribution 
along the surface at wing station 123 of the Lockheed 124 airplane at 
wing 0L 0.424, Rc	 10,330,000. 
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